KUWAIT CITY, June 9: The Ministry of Foreign Affairs is on the brink of a huge cri- sis which resembles a ticking time bomb that may explode in the near future, reports Al-Seyassah daily.

The sources of annoyance in general and certificates in particular is hap- pening at the rate of snail's pace, which raises questions as to what will happen at the end of the high school exams and the announcement of the results when people need to get these documents attested.

What maintains these fears in the cur- rent situation becomes trying to register for an appointment to certify any pa- per access to the site in the early hours of the morning, while the possibility of getting an appointment becomes almost impossible between 11 am and 4 pm, which is almost time for closing the door on ap-pointments.

On the other hand, the Sabban Center is instructed to continue, while there is no evening shift at the Liberation Tower center, with the same rate of slow pace in the only that works two shifts. The daily sources of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in the news- paper to accommodate the huge num- bers of people who need to reach these centers to get their documents attested from foreign uni- versities outside Kuwait to get admission.

Decision retracted: Hours after the Ministry of Commerce posted a tweet on its website calling on commercial license holders to obtain licenses for their products, the Ministry retracted its request and did not confirm from the account, reports Al-Rai daily.

Al-Rai daily.

Ministry retracted its request and de- nied the tweet was deleted after a wide wave of campaigns on the social media, the hoardings and services or promotional cam- paigns.
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